
Skills practised: 

•
•

Counting accurately to at least 20
Estimating up to at least 20

Aims:
– To make and test predictions
– To make estimates based on experience

 

Minimum number of 
calculations expected
N/A
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Fill the box
Children fill a matchbox with items and 
count them accurately.

Conjecture: It is possible to fit 20 things in a matchbox.

What to do:
Children work individually or in pairs.

Children working on this challenge will need a small matchbox and access to small items, e.g. used 
matches, paper clips, Lego™ 2-brick pieces, sunflower seeds, blades of grass as well as some items 
which are too big to fit 20 of them into the matchbox, e.g. pennies, dried chickpeas, acorns, leaves, 
6-brick Lego™ pieces, conkers, marbles.

1. Explain that the challenge is to find 20 IDENTICAL things to fit in a matchbox.
Ask children to look at the items available and discuss which they think will be possible.

2. Children choose an item and carefully count out 20, then see if they will fit in the matchbox.
Can they fit any more in?

3. Children repeat with a different item.

Which item do they think they will need most of to fill the matchbox? And the least?
After initial experience, can children make a sensible estimate of how many of an item will fill 
the box?

CHALLENGE: Can children fill their box with 20 DIFFERENT things?

Week 1
For this week, there is not an investigation which is suitable for both year groups, but we 
have included one for each year group for you to choose from. You may wish to use the Y2 
investigation with the Y2s, and ask a TA, if you have one, to work with one or more groups on 
the Y1 investigation as appropriate.

Year 1



Skills practised: 

•

•

Understanding the value of each digit in 
two-digit numbers
Using place value to add and subtract

Aims: 
– To understand what is necessary to subtract and

then add to make digits ‘swap’.
– To consolidate understanding of place value in

two-digit numbers.

 

Minimum number of 
calculations expected
9 chains
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Dancing digits
Children use place value addition and 
subtraction to write chains which ‘swap’ 
the 10s and 1s digits.

 Conjecture: It is possible to add and subtract so that the digits in a two-digit number swap.

What to do:
Children work individually or in pairs.

Children working on this challenge will need a small matchbox and access to small items, e.g. used 
matches, paper clips, Lego™ 2-brick pieces, sunflower seeds, blades of grass as well as some items 
which are too big to fit 20 of them into the matchbox, e.g. pennies, dried chickpeas, acorns, leaves, 
6-brick Lego™ pieces, conkers, marbles.

1. You will need the following place value cards for this challenge.

Copy this chain of calculations using the place value cards.

What has happened to the number? 23 has become___!

2. Write in the missing numbers on the place value cards in this chain of calculations.

3. Continue this chain to make the digits swap!

4. Now make up your own chains using the cards 20, 30, 40, 2, 3 and 4.

How many different chains can you make? How many can you make beginning with the 20 card? 
And beginning with the 30 card? And with the 40 card? So how many altogether?

20 30 40 2 3 4

203 20 30 3 2 302- + - + =

402 40 2 204- + - + =

304 403- + - + =

Year 2


